South Yarra Community Baptist Church

Decisions from the Host Group Meeting
6 August 2014
Listed below are the main decisions from our recent Host Group meeting. This is not the full
minutes, but a summary of the main decisions. In line with our church policy, these decisions are
circulated not only for your information, but to allow you to consider the decisions and, if you have
any concerns about any of them, to seek more information or ask for them to be reconsidered.
Where possible, we will not implement the decisions for at least seven days, in order to allow time
for people to respond. Questions or concerns can be raised with any member of the Host Group, or
by emailing all of them at once at hosts@laughingbird.net
Those in attendance at the recent meeting were Eliz Cook, Ian Cook, Nathan Nettleton, Alison
Sampson, Sylvia Sandeman and Steven Wong.

Summary of the Decisions
1.

Nathan has been obtaining quotes on installing data projectors to replace the old overhead
projectors. The Host Group agreed that we should now proceed with this. Nathan will send an
email to the congregation outlining the decision and the reasons. If there are concerns from
the congregation, we will provide an opportunity to discuss the matter further at the Annual
General Meeting (AGM).

2.

Nathan wrote to the congregation about a proposal to change the service times for the Easter
Service in 2015, but had received no response. We agreed to go ahead with the proposed
change of times.

3.

A funeral workshop will be held on 31 August 2014 from 2pm to 4pm. Nathan will write to
the congregation explaining the content of the workshop and to call for expressions of
interest.

4.

The Host Group discussed the success of the camp and proposes the church rebook the same
camp site for next year.

5.

There have been no suggestions for new recipients for our giving. The Host Group proposes
we continue to provide financial support for our existing charities and to put this to a vote at
the next AGM.

6.

Next meeting 3 September 2014 at 7.30pm.

